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Can Social Media Boost TV Show Ratings?  
Social media is not only changing the way we communicate, it is changing the way we watch TV. Shows such as 

American Idol, which allowed viewers to call in and vote for 
their favorite contestants to control the outcome, revolutionized 
television. Now television is getting a whole new makeover, 
thanks to social media. TV shows are using social media to keep 
their views engaged 24/7. One of the pioneers of utilizing social 
media to gain and engage viewers is ABC Family’s Pretty Little 
Liars.  

According to IMDB, Pretty Little Liars follows the lives of four 
high school aged friends who ban together against an 
anonymous enemy by the name “A” while trying to unravel 
secrets surrounding the mystery of their best friend’s murder. In 

an article featured on NPR, Pretty Little Liar’s high ratings in the 2012 summer season could be a direct result of 
the show’s large social media presence. In the summer of 2012, Pretty Little Liars was number one in primetime 
amongst women from ages 12 – 34.  

One way Pretty Little Liars connects with their fans on social media is through Twitter; actors from the show 
Live Tweet during episodes and share exclusive inside information with their followers.  

Pretty Little Liars, isn’t the only TV show using social media to boost ratings and encourage viewer interaction 
with a show. Another example is ABC’s hit show Dancing with the Stars. In recent seasons, Dancing with the 
Stars has encouraged viewers to tweet about the show using “#DWTS” and if they do this, their Tweets might 
appear at the bottom of the screen during the show’s live broadcast.  

Is this the new wave of television? Must TV shows embrace social media to get the ratings they want?  
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1.  Comment by SW on November 9, 2012 at 2:13 am  

I think that this observation is an interesting progression of the influence that social media holds in 
today’s society. Social media sites have been established as a critical aspect of current public relations 
techniques. Not only do they influence television, but the have also been essential to the success of social 
events, the spread of political platforms during the campaign season, promotion of brands, etc. I think it 
is likely that other television programs will follow the precedents set by Pretty Little Liars due to their 
success in a critical demographic and the impact that social media has had in other aspects of our culture.  

2.  Comment by ES on November 9, 2012 at 12:26 pm  

I think this is the new wave of TV. Similar to how the textbook stated that books and e-books are moving 
towards a more interactive style, I think that programs that want an edge over their competition need to 
include bonus features. When actors on shows I watch tweet behind-the-scenes pictures or videos, I feel 
like I am getting a sneak peek into their lives and what goes into the show I’m obsessed with. If so many 
people in the world have Facebook and Twitter, then establishing accounts for TV programs on these 
sites is also great global marketing. Any one can become a “fan” on Facebook and when that action 
occurs, there is a notification on others’ timelines. Any social media presence is free publicity.  

3.  Comment by CD on November 12, 2012 at 4:38 pm 

This observation shows how social media can really influence TV ratings. Especially for Pretty Little 
Liars target audience being teen and young adult women because those are the people who want to “live 
tweet” and tweet about everything going on in their lives in the first place. Pretty Little Liars has become 
and part of that and made it possible for their viewers to interact with each other and the show as it takes 
place. Both on Twitter and Facebook PLL has become very interactive with its viewers constantly 
posting news and quizzes and polls about the show. It’s a new way for fanatics to become even more 
obsessed with their favorite show but also talk about it with others. The interactiveness and relate-ability 
has made fans stay fans and attracted more viewers of their target   audience. 
 

4. Comment by AW on November 13, 2012 at 11:46 pm  

S.., your post raises some great questions. Does the use of social media help boost ratings? I think in a 
way it does. Live tweets that Pretty Little Liars actors send allow viewers to feel connected. It connects a 
large following and with this powerful following, word is spread and views are boosted in return. I think 
that when shows use social media that it creates almost like a brand or a “click” that more people want to 
be in on and because of this ratings and views increase.  

  


